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Reply to Jerge 
Jennifer Judkins 
 
 
Writing about “noise music” is even more demanding than listening to it. Here’s a few thoughts I had 
from a musical perspective. (I speak as someone who has played siren on Varèse’s Ionization, and 
hairdryer on another infinitely less famous work.) I hope my comments are helpful as you go forward. 

Even though the incorporation of “noise” as musical material has been going on for over a 
hundred years in both rock and “classical” music, most readers will not be familiar with its most recent 
iterations. You might briefly remind us about some of that history, beginning with the early twentieth-
century pieces that employed “found sounds,” moving on to John Cage’s works, the tape recordings 
of musique concrète, etc. and finally the experimental musics that are your focus of interest. If you ever 
present this paper, you must play some musical examples. 

The ontological issues presented by noise music are glaring. We hear some organization of 
sounds, and the occasional rhythm. We are aware of different pitches, textures, intensities, and often 
extremely loud volume. Is this “music” or simply an avant-garde sound event? At some point, you 
need to embrace the ontological questions or wall them off with a stipulation. 

As you note, Heidegger’s argument is context-based: we immediately attempt to identify 
sounds with their sources, as the sound of. Noise music today, in contrast, manipulates sounds whose 
origins are unrecognizable: often just sounds, rather than sounds of. I think you have it right that the 
listening is certainly more challenging in noise music, since we struggle to identify musical structures 
or syntax, even as we are meant to understand that these pieces are “composed.” What is interesting 
is that we even keep trying – we persist in listening for musical events. 

One of the points you make strongly is that this music is “difficult to describe.” Noise music 
(and all music, really) is indeed difficult to describe. Yet in these works, listeners are confronted with 
materials that produce reactions much more viscerally uncomfortable than “I can’t describe this.” This 
musical frustration isn’t resolved by “more active attention,” or “listening for oneself.” Heidegger’s 
correct: the disconnection of sounds and sources does require “a very artificial and complicated frame 
of mind.” What really struck me, though, much more than the “indescribability,” was your novel 
comment that noise music “represents a unique (and often alienating) listening experience.” The idea 
of musical alienation seems to speak to the crux of the matter here. 

I think that beginning with Heidegger and the concentrated/attentive listening argument is a 
nice opening salvo, but as you develop the paper, you might want to move on to some contemporary 
research into music and perception to support your argument. Jones offers some good language about 
attention and subjective experience, but it is the psychology and science behind these acts of 
perception that is currently receiving a lot of attention in aesthetics. (Only a few aestheticians are 
comfortable with a foot in each of these fields. Jenefer Robinson’s and Bence Nanay’s work is some 
of the very best.) 

I really appreciated your queries in regard to live performance and the inclusion of images. 
The importance of being able to see the means of production, to the extent possible, would seem to 
have a similar impact here as it does in more conventional music. (Jerrold Levinson and Stephen 
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Davies have done some nice work on the significance of production means.) Thank you for an 
interesting, thoughtful paper!  
 
P.S. Yes. Album covers have always mattered. 
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